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1. INTRODUCTION 
Kakutani [8] gave a proof of the Hahn-Banach extension theorem by 
using the Markov-Kakutani fixed-point theorem. In the present paper, we 
shall present a generalization (Theorem 1 below) of the Hahn-Banach 
theorem. In our proof of Theorem 1, we first use the Markov-Kakutani 
theorem to derive Lemma 3, which is a special case of the Hahn-Banach 
theorem. Then Theorem 1 is proved by using Lemma 3 and a theorem of 
Fan [5] on systems of convex inequalities. By the same method, we also 
prove Theorem 2, which is a separation theorem on a linear space. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Fan first proved the following lemma in [6, 71 and Browder gave a 
different proof of it in [2]. 
LEMMA I (Fan-Browder). Let X be a nonempty compact convex subset 
of a separated linear topological space and T a multivalued mapping on X 
such that for each x E X, TX is a nonempty convex subset of X, T- ‘y = 
(x E X: y E TX} is open in X. Then there is an x0 E X such that x,, E Tx,. 
Using this, we prove the following result obtained by Fan [ 5 ] which plays 
crucial roles to prove the main theorems. 
LEMMA 2 (Fan). Let X be a nonempt-v compact convex subset of a 
separated linear topological space and (f,. : v E I] a family of lower semicon- 
tinuous convex functionals on X with values in (-a, +m]. Iffor anJ!finite 
indices v, , v2 ,..., v, and for any n nonnegative numbers A,, AZ,..., A, with 
ry_, Ai = 1, there is a v E X such that 
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i=l 
then there is an x E X such that 
Proof Suppose that for each I E X there is a v E I such that f,,(x) > 0. 
Setting G,. = {x E X: f,(x) > O} for each v E I, (G, : v E I) is an open 
covering of X. Since X is compact, there is a finite subcovering 
(G,,, GUI ,..., G,,} of {G,,: v E I). Let g,, g, ,... Y g, be a partition of unity 
corresponding to (G,.,, G, ,*,..., G,,n}, i.e., each gi is a continuous mapping of X 
into [0, l] which vanishes outside of G,.i, while 
-T gi(x) = 1 
,z, 
for every x E X. 
Then put 
D(x, y) = + 
,Y, 
gi(x).L~i(Y)~ (x, 4’) E xx x, 
and 
d(x) = D(x, x), x E x. 
Since d is lower semicontinuous on X by [ 10, Lemma 31, d takes its 
minimum m. Hence we have 
d(x) > m > 0, x E x. 
Now we define a multivalued mapping T on X by 
Tx=(yEX:D(x,y)<m}, x E x. 
Then Tk is nonempty and convex by hypothesis and T- ‘y = {x E X: 
D(x, y) < m) is open. Therefore there is an x,, E X such that d(x,) < m by 
Lemma 1. This is a contradiction. 
3. MAIN THEOREMS 
A functional p defined on a linear space E into the real field R is said to 
be sublinear if p(x + y) Q p(x) + p(y) for all x, y E E and p(k) = lp(x) for 
all 12 0 and all x E E. If E is a linear space, we denote by E* the dual 
space of E which is the set of all linear functionals from E into the real field. 
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In our proof of Theorem 1, we shall need not only Lemma 2, but also 
Lemma 3 below, which is a special case of the Hahn-Banach theorem. We 
use the Markov-Kakutani fixed-point theorem to prove Lemma 3. 
LEMMA 3. If p is sublinear on a linear space E and x0 E E, then there is 
an f E E * such that f(x) < p(x) for all x E E and f(x,) = p(x,,). 
Proof. Let F be the product space RE; then F is a linear topological 
space. If we put X0 = n,,, [-p(-x), p(x)], then X0 is a compact convex 
subset of F. We consider a sequence (f, } in X,, defined by 
f,(x) = P(X + n4J - p(nx,), x E E. 
Since X, is compact, there is a subnet (f,,, } of (f, } which converges to 
f0 E X0. It is easily seen that 
-PLY - x) < fo(x) - fo(Y) < P(X - Y) for all x, J E E. 
If A E R, then there is an a0 such that A + n, > 0 for all a > a,,. Hence 
fo(k4 = “,” (P(% + n-x,) - p(n, 4) 
= “,” ((A + n,) Ptxd - n, P&J) 
= ~PP(%)* 
If we put 
x, = (fEX,. . -PO - x) ,< f (x) - f (4’) Q P(x - Y) for all 
x, y E E, f (Ax@) = Ap(x,) for all A E R }, 
then X, is nonempty. It is easily seen that X, is compact and convex. We 
consider a commuting family {T,, : p E R } of continuous affme mappings of 
X, into itself defined by 
tT,,f)x=f(x+px,)-f@x,), fEX,, xEE. 
By the Markov-Kakutani fixed-point theorem, there is an f, E X, such that 
f*(x +yxcl) =f,(x) +f,ow,)~ 
for every x E E and ,U E R. Hence if we put 
X2 = {f E X, : f (x + pxo) = f(x) + f&x0) for each 
x E E and each ,u E R }, 
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then X2 is nonempty. Furthermore X2 is compact and convex. We consider a 
commuting family (T,,: 4’ E E} of continuous afftne mappings of X, into 
itself defined by 
V,f> x = J-6 + Y) -f(Y), fEX2, XEE. 
By the Markov-Kakutani fixed-point theorem again, there is an fi E X, such 
that 
fi(X + v) = f,(x) + fi(r>, x, I’ E E. 
Hence, if we put 
X, = (f E X, : f(x + y) = f(x) + f(y) for all -‘c, Y E E I, 
then X, is nonempty, compact, and convex. We consider a commuting 
family (S, : ,D > O} of continuous afftne mappings of X, into itself defined by 
(S,f) x =f 01X)/P, fox,, xEE. 
By the Markov-Kakutani fixed-point theorem, there is an& E & such that 
This implies thaty, is linear. so the proof is complete. 
THEOREM 1. Let p be a sublinear functional on a linear space E, let C 
be a nonempty convex subset of E, and let f be a concave functional on C 
such that f (x) < p(x) for all x E C; then there is an f, E E * such that 
and 
f (xl G AA-~)- forall xEC 
MY) < P(Y), for all y E E. 
Proof: Let F be the linear topological space RE with the product 
topology and let X0 be the compact convex subset n.reE [-p(-x), p(x)] of 
F. Let B = (gE E*: g(x) < p(x) for all x E E); then B is nonempty by 
Lemma 3. Since X, is compact, B is compact convex. For each x E C, we 
define a real-valued functional G, on B by 
G,(g) = f (x> - g(x), g E B. 
BY Lemma 3, for any x E C, there is a g E E* such that G,(g) ,< 0. If 
xl, x2 ,..., x, E C and A,, I, ,..., II, > 0 with Cy=, llj = 1, then 
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' J;G.vi(g) = 2 li(f(Xi) - g(Xi)> 
iY[ i= I 
= G:(g) 
for all g E B, where z = C;= k ,Iixi E C. Hence, by Lemma 2, there is an 
f, E B such that 
G,UJ G 0 for all x E C, 
that is. 
and 
f(x) G f,(x) 
.MY) G P(Y) 
for all x E C, 
for all y E E. 
COROLLARY 1 (The Hahn-Banach theorem). Let p be a sublinear 
functional on a linear space E, let L be a linear subspace of E, and let f be 
an element of L* such that f(x) Q p(x) for all x E L; then there is an 
fO E E * such that 
and 
f,(x) = Ax) for all x E L 
fO(y) < P(Y) for a& y E E. 
Proof. By Theorem 1, there is an fO E E* such that f,(x) > f (x) for all 
x E L and fO(y) < p(y) for all y E E. Since L is a linear subspace of E*, we 
have f,(x) = f(x) for all x E L. 
Let p be a sublinear functional on E. For two nonempty subsets A and B 
of E, we consider a number p(A, B) given by inf( p(x - y): x E A, y E B}. 
THEOREM 2. Let p be a sublinear functional on a linear space E. If C 
and D are nonempty convex subsets of E such that p(C. D) > -CO, then there 
is an f E E* such that 
inf( f(x): x E C) = p(C. D) + sup{ f (y): y E D } 
and 
f(x) G P(X) for all x E E. 
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Proof: We again consider the compact convex subset B = {g E E*: 
g(x) < p(x) for all x E E) of the linear topological space F. Let p. = p(C, D). 
For each x E C, we define a functional G, on B with values in (-co, +co ] 
by 
G,(g)=sup{g(y--x):yED}+po, gE B. 
Then G, is lower semicontinuous and convex. Also we have that if x, ,x2 ,..., 
x, E C and I,, 13, ,..., ,I,>0 with Cy=, ,Ii= 1, then 
z = f7 &Xi E c and + 1.G = G. 
,r, 
-IXi _* 
i=l 
So, if we can show that for each x E C, there is a g E B with G,(g) < 0, then 
we obtain, by Lemma 2, that there is an f E B with G,(f) < 0 for all x E C. 
Hence we have 
sup{f(y -x): y E D/ + PO < 0 for all x E C; 
that is, 
sup(f(~): y E D) + p. < inf{f(x): x E C). 
Then 
p. < inf(f(x): x E C) - sup(f(x): ~7 E D) 
< inf(f(x - y): x E C, y E D) 
<inf(p(x--y):xEC,yED} 
= PO. 
Hence we have that f(x) < p(x) for all x E E and 
inf(f(x): x E C) = p(C, D) + sup(f(~~): y E D}. 
Now to complete the proof, we need only to show that for each x E C there 
is a g E B with G,(g) < 0. Let x E C. Then for each y E D, we define a 
continuous affrne functional H,, on B by 
H,dg)=g(.vx)+po, g E B. 
By Lemma 3, for each y E D, there is a g E B such that g(x - J’) = p(x - y). 
Hence we have 
H,(g) = -g(x - Y) + PO = -P(X - v) + PO < 0. 
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Hence, by Lemma 2, there is a g, E B such that HY( g,) < 0 for all 4’ E D. 
Therefore we have 
G,(g,) = W&(g,): YE DIG 0. 
Let N be a normed-linear space and N’ the dual space of N, that is, the set 
of all continuous-linear functionals from N into R. For two subsets A and B 
of N, the distance between A and B, d(A, B), is given by inf(llx - ~11: x E A, 
J’E B}. 
COROLLARY 2. If C and D are nonempty comex subsets of a normed 
linear space N such that d(C, D) > 0. then there is an f E N’ such that 
IV II = 1 and 
inf(f(x): xEC\=d(C,D)+sup(f(y):yED). 
Proof. By Theorem 2, there is an f E N’ such that f(x) < llxll for all 
xENand 
inf{f(x): x E C) = d(C, D) + sup(f(y): J E D}. 
Then 
d(C,D)=inf(f(x):xEC}-sup(f(p):yED} 
<inf(f(x-p): xEC,yE D} 
< inf(llf II IIx - yll: x E C, YE DJ 
= Ilf II 4C D). 
Since d(C, D) > 0, we have II f I\ > 1 and hence II f /I = 1. 
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